
Corporate Health & Analytics
Solution



Customers & Projects



Fitrockr is a Health & Fitness 
platform to promote, manage 
and analyse fitness activities.

Users are connected via a Fitness 
Tracker or Smartphone which
syncs their data to the Fitrockr
platform. Compatible with many brands



Innovative Approach

Fitrockr is the only Fitness Platform 
that supports all types of sports. 

A special Fitrockr feature is its internal activity points calculation algorithmn which takes each 
user’s individual characteristics like age, weight, height and gender into account. This ensures 

comparability between all users and all type of sports. While most trackers focus on 
accumulating steps only, Fitrockr supports also sports that are not based on steps such as Crossfit 

or Rowing. 



Fitrockr Gamification Workflow

CONNECT
Users connect their fitness

tracker, smartwatch or
smartphone to their Fitrockr 

profile.

ROCK IT
Users are active at any activity

they love.

RANK UP
Users and teams participate in 
various challenges and rank up

based on their activity level. 
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Users participate and compete in 
public and private leagues and
challenges either as individuals or
as teams.

Challenges can automatically
repeat themselves on a weekly or
monthly basis (seasons) or run
for a defined timeframe
(start/end date). 



Fitrockr Leagues or Challenges
are topic-based activity groups.

This feature allows to set up pre-
defined groups (e.g. Runners or
Cycling Group) or to define
specific targets (e.g. 10K Step
Challenge, 50 miles/km Week).

Challenges can be created on a 
Corporate-wide level or by
employees themselves.



Challenge Types

Max Target Speed Target Joint Target

Participant or team with the

highest points, steps or distance

wins.

Participant or team that

achieves a point, step or

distance target first, wins.

All participants jointly collect

points, steps or distance to

achieve a target within a set

timeframe.



Fitness Level

Fitrockr Fitness Level sets each user an individual weekly target. User collects Fitrockr points based on 
activities. Total points achieved within a week determines whether user looses, remains or increases
their fitness level.



The Analytics module provides
valuable insights to view and
understand how personal activity
data evolves over time.

Furthermore, users can compare
themselves with corporate
averages (e.g. personal daily step
average vs step average of the
entire company).



Fitrockr provides a true
Corporate solution with its
customizable White Label 
platform:

Corporate-specific solution incl. 
hosting, operation & support.

Corporate branding.

Customizable and configurable to
corporate-specific needs.



Fitrockr provides powerful admin
tools to effeciently manage the
platform, users and challenges: 

User Management

Challenges/Leage Management

Team Management

Data Exports

Usage Stats & Analytics



Fitrockr allows classification of
(anonymous) users to collect data
that can then easily be exported
in various formats. Data extracts
can be further processed and
analyzed in Excel or any other
external data analytics tool. 



Location

We serve globally while based in Berlin.
Fitrockr (c/o Digital Rebels GmbH)
Friedrichstraße 123
10117 Berlin, Germany

Phone: +49 16 36 30 99 94
Email: hello@fitrockr.com
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